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Calling All Denizens

Calling all denizens,
To those who refuse the
dichotomy of citizen and
alien; to those who carry
traditions of exile, the weight
of survival, the audacity to
still be tender; to those who
wish to lay claim to their own
boundaries of belonging;
to those who embrace
wandering from within and
without diaspora; to those
who embrace groundlessness,
multiplicity, fluidity, and
change; to those who love
what is not meant to be loved;
to those for whom the entire
world is a foreign land; to those
4
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who emerge in intersections,
in-between categories of
place and personhood; to
those whose very being is an
act of dissent and discord; to
those who refuse the ideal
of assimilation and embrace
a politics of difference; to
those for whom poetry is
not a luxury; to those who
refuse nation-thinking; to
those who seek to liberate
the boundaries placed on our
capacity to act up and speak
out; to those for whom the
horizon leans forward;
How does your denizenship take
form?
5
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What if all
Citizens were
Denizens?

What does it mean to be an American citizen? One of the biggest
threats to social, political, and cultural progress in the United
States today is an already narrow and narrowing concept of
what it means to be a citizen. This is one of the threats our
society grapples with as deep institutional misconduct and
human rights violations against immigrants, asylum seekers,
refugees, and others continue to thrive in both practice and
law. What are the ideologies and practices that prepared the
ground for policies that permanently separate children from
their families; that deny asylum and refuge from those facing
deadly violence; that imprison people on account of their place
of birth; that ban thousands from entering the United States
based on the religion they practice or represent? By compiling a
collection of court rulings and laws that surround the history of
immigration and naturalization policy in the United States, this
resource book attempts to illustrate the relationship between
white supremacy, white American identity, and the historically
constructed notion of the American citizen.
In a recent collaborative project, Sentiments: Expressions
of Cultural Passage published by Press Press,1 I relied on the
materials compiled in the pages ahead to frame a compilation of
conversations, essays, and artist projects that illustrate nuanced
first-person accounts of various experiences and identities that
immigrants carry. In the introduction of Sentiments, I share this
brief history.
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Starting with the first Immigration Act of 1790, the
privilege of citizenship was limited to “free white aliens.”2
This language aimed to transform northern and western
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European immigrants into American citizens and exclude
anyone else. At the time it was first written into law,
this language specifically excluded Black and Indigenous
People from citizenship. This jargon was not taken out
of immigration law until 1952, when race was no longer
formally named as a qualifier for obtaining citizenship.
However, it was not until 1965 that racist policies that
limited the number of legally permitted immigrants who
originated outside of northern and western Europe were
actually revoked with the passing of the Immigration and
Nationality Act of 1965. This law was passed largely due to
the momentum of the Civil Rights Movement that made
white supremacy increasingly unacceptable in the social
and legal spheres.3 Although it was written into law, the
term “free white alien” had come into legal use before the
Supreme Court had fully, legally defined the category of
“white person.” As new waves of immigrants came into the
United States, various individuals across different time
periods over the last 200 years who sought citizenship
rights were strategically rejected on the basis of the racial
prerequisite. Through this process, the legal category of
“white person” was refined and shifted.4 For example, in
a famous Supreme Court case, United States v. Bhagat
Singh Thind in 1923, Thind, an Indian immigrant, argued that
he and American whites were both of Caucasian descent,
and he was thus qualified to attain citizenship. In order to
reject Thind’s argument, the court decided to disregard
its “scientific” understanding of what determines a “white
person”—i.e. previously, the word “Caucasian” had been
used to determine white status based on an individual’s
ancestry5—and used a new definition of whiteness “to be
interpreted in accordance with the understanding of the
common man.”6 This shift not only explicitly shows that
the production of laws in the United States is based on a
social ideological notion of race, but also exemplifies the
ways the legal system has fluctuated in order to maintain
the ideology of whiteness. Instead of building up a deep
cultural meaning around the idea of citizenship—as in trying
to clarify what it means to be an accountable member of
the public sphere, a neighbor, a resident, or a community
member—the value of American citizenship was largely
created through lines of race-based exclusion.7
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This history is invoked constantly in today’s popular rhetoric around
immigration. In a country that is relatively new, where most white
Americans are at most three or four generations removed from
the experience of immigration, the notion of the “immigrant” today
is often used as a substitute for the racialized Other; for those
who are deemed undeserving of human rights. This ideology that
perpetuates white supremacy through the notion of citizenship is
predicated on stolen land, where the only rightful inhabitants are
those indigenous peoples from whom it was stolen.
In response to this history of race-based exclusion to citizenship
and processes of identity-erasing assimilation in the United States,
Calling All Denizens aims to give rise to a more compassionate,
ethical, and genuine vision of a liberated society. Calling All Denizens
is a participatory research project that facilitates conversations,
workshops, and programs that aim to cooperatively imagine the
new political practice of denizenship as an alternative to the notion
of citizenship. “Denizen,” derived from Latin deintus, literally means
“from within”, but has historically been used in reference to foreign
residents who are granted limited rights in the states in which
they reside. Building on this historical meaning, Calling All Denizens
partners with individuals and organizations to explore the notions
of “from within” and “from without” as they pertain to the nuances
of citizenship, sovereignty, migration, exile, and diaspora.
The project takes multiple fluid forms, from public displays of its
Manifesto, to an archive of conversations on citizenship, distributed
newspapers, and a series of participatory workshops that may be
reproduced in libraries and other educational spaces. This resource
book serves as a foundation for the broader project: it compiles
and shares research I collected, which is largely based on White
by Law: The Legal Construction of Race by Ian Haney Lopez. A
major component of this resource book is a collection of brief
summaries of the racial prerequisite naturalization court cases
that took place during the years citizenship was limited to “free
white aliens.” These cases document the often inconsistent and
contradictory attempts to ground racial categories in law. As Ian
Haney Lopez explains, “Applicants from Hawaii, China, Japan, Burma,
and the Philippines, as well as all mixed race applicants, failed in their
arguments. Conversely, courts ruled that applicants from Mexico
and Armenia were “white,” but vacillated over the Whiteness of
petitioners from Syria, India, and Arabia. Seen as a taxonomy of
Whiteness, these cases are instructive because they reveal the
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imprecisions and contradictions inherent in the establishment of
racial lines between Whites and non-Whites.”8

Calling All Denizens and Sentiments: Expressions of Cultural Passage
can be read congruently: while Sentiments adds nuance and
complexity to the often over-simplified identity of the “immigrant,”
Calling All Denizens aims to complicate and re-imagine the all-toooften unexamined identity of the “American citizen.” The materials
gathered into this publication serve as a transparent invitation to
join in this ongoing process: What if all citizens were denizens?

1 Press Press is a publishing initiative that aims to shift and deepen the understanding
of voices identities and narratives that have been suppressed or misrepresented by the
mainstream. Press Press was founded by Kimi Hanauer in 2014 and is produced in collaboration
with Valentina Cabezas, Bomin Jeon, and Bilphena Yahwon.
2 Between 1790 and 1802, people applying for naturalization were required to have resided in
the country for five years, have “good moral character,” and be “free white persons.” This
language was meant to exclude Black residents and “Indians not taxed” from citizenship
rights. Generally, these laws aimed to transform northern and western European immigrants
into American citizens and exclude anyone else. However, the Fourteenth Amendment
declared that all free persons born in the United States should be considered citizens. In
1870, Congress amended naturalization requirements and extended eligibility to “aliens being
free white persons, and to aliens of African nativity and to persons of African descent.” This
revision led to further confusion over racial eligibility for citizenship. In 1882, Congress banned
the naturalization of Chinese immigrants with The Chinese Exclusion Act, however it did not
explain whether “Chinese” indicated race or nationality.
3 How the civil rights movement opened the door to immigrants of color by Rebekah Barber,
Facing South, 2017.
4 White by Law: The Legal Construction of Race by Ian Haney Lopez, 1996.
5 Ozawa v. United States, 260 U.S. 178, 1922.
6 United States v. Bhagat Singh Thind, 261 U.S. 204, 1923.
7 Race, Nationality, and Reality by Marian L. Smith, 2002.
8 White by Law: The Legal Construction of Race by Ian Haney Lopez, 1996.
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Court Case
Summaries
The following pages feature the original language in the case
summaries of three significant racial prerequisite court cases: Takao
Ozawa v. United States, Bhagat Singh Thind v. United States, and
Cartozian v. United States. These cases, all of which took place in
the early 1920’s, illustrate how the notion of a “white person” was
discussed and interpreted within the legal field.
What do these defendants’ arguments reveal about the construction of
whiteness in the legal field? Defendants make layered arguments,
often centering on several key character traits they hold for why
they should be considered “white persons.” These include speaking
English, having an American education, being able to successfully
assimilate and amalgamate [meaning, having children with “white
persons”], being Christian, upholding hetero-normative family
values, and being descendent of a group of people who held power
over others in their place of origin. The courts typically justified
their decisions based on the following set of rationales:
Common Knowledge: The “common sense” of the “common man”
was often used as a way to determine if a person was “white.”
Scientific Evidence: A person could also be considered “white” as
it was understood in accordance with the term “Caucasian,” which
was used to identify persons who share a common ancestral origin.
Legal Precedent: In common law legal systems, a precedent or
authority is a legal case that establishes a principle or rule.
Constitutional Intent: The immigration Act of 1790 states that any
“free white alien” of “good moral character” may be naturalized.
Constitutional Intent refers back to this Act, to question who was
meant to be included or excluded from citizenship. What was the
original intent of this phrase?
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Archive
of Racial
Prerequisite
Cases
Since the first Immigration Act of 1790 the privilege of citizenship
was limited to “free white aliens.” This jargon was not taken out of
immigration law until 1952, when race was no longer formally named
as a qualifier for obtaining citizenship. In 52 accounts, persons whose
applications for naturalization were rejected on account of the racial
prerequisite sued for their applications to be reconsidered. In their
court cases they attempted to argue for and perform their whiteness
in order to be considered eligible for naturalization. Through this
process, the legal category of “white” was shifted and refined in order
to specifically include some and exclude others. The following pages
compile brief summaries of every recorded racial prerequisite case
and its outcome.
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Yup

1878, California
In re Ah Yup, Ah Yup, a person of Chinese descent, argued for
why persons of Chinese descent are white persons. A federal
court in California dismissed this contention with reference
to then-current scientific and popular ideas about race,
emphasizing that “Orientals” were unfit for participation in
republican government because of the unsatisfactory political
culture which existed in Asia at the time. The court determined
that Ah Yup was not eligible for naturalization and persons of
Chinese descent were not white persons.
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Nian

1889, Utah
In re Kanaka Nian, the court found Kanaka Nian ineligible for
naturalization in part on evidence that “it does not appear to
the satisfaction of the court that the applicant understands the
principles of government of the United States or its institutions
sufficiently to become a citizen.” The Utah Supreme Court
based its decision on evidence that the petitioner could not
read the U.S. Constitution in English (although he testified
to having read it in translation) and could not name the U.S.
president at the time (259; 6 Utah 259 [1889]). Claiming that
“the man entrusted with the high, difficult, and sacred duties
of an American citizen should be informed and enlightened
[and] ... should possess a feeling of moral obligation sufficient
to cause him to adopt the right,” the Utah Supreme Court thus
established moral and literacy parameters for naturalized
American citizens, and by extension of “white persons,” which
the petitioner was found unable to meet.
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Chang

1890, California
Hong Yen Chang was reportedly the first Chinese immigrant
licensed to practice law in the United States. Soon after his
admission to the New York State Bar, Hong Yen Chang moved
to California and sought admission to the California State Bar.
His motion to practice law in California reached the California
Supreme Court in 1890. In support of his eligibility to practice
law in California, Hong Yen Chang submitted his license to
practice law in New York and “a certificate of naturalization,
issued by the court of common pleas of the city of New York,
November 11, 1887.” The California Supreme Court denied his
motion to practice law in California, finding the naturalization
certificate issued by New York invalid under the Chinese
Exclusion Act.
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Po

1894, New York
In re Po, Po, a person of Burmese descent, was found to be
ineligible for naturalization. The court used the rationale of
Common Knowledge and Legal Precedent to determine that
persons of Burmese descent are not white persons.
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Saito

1894, Massachusetts
In re Saito, Saito, a person of Japanese descent, was found to
be ineligible for naturalization. The court used the rationale
of Congressional Intent, Common Knowledge, Scientific
Evidence, and Legal Precedent to determine that persons of
Japanese descent are not white persons.
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Hop

1895, California
In re Gee Hop, Gee Hop, a person of Chinese descent, was found
to be ineligible for naturalization. The court used the rationale
of Congressional Intent and Legal Precedent to determine that
persons of Chinese descent are not white persons.
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Rodriguez
1897, Texas

In his testimony before the court, Ricardo Rodríguez
acknowledged that his interest in becoming a citizen lay in
his long residency in Texas. He claimed that he considered his
cultural heritage to be “pure-blooded Mexican” but that he
was a descendant neither of any of the aboriginal peoples of
Mexico, nor of the Spaniards, nor of Africans. He also swore
that he was not acquainted with the form of government in the
United States. These latter two issues were critical, since they
raised the questions of racial and educational qualifications
for achieving citizenship. Judge Maxey pointed out that the
Constitution of the Republic of Texas granted citizenship to
Mexicans living in the republic on Independence Day, and that
the congressional resolutions in 1845 had further extended
citizenship to Mexicans after annexation. In addition, he
recalled that Article VIII of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo
allowed for the conferral of American citizenship on Mexicans
who continued to live in the territory after the Mexican War if
they failed to declare their desire to become Mexican citizens.
Judge Maxey declared that the Fourteenth Amendment
granted citizenship to all people born or naturalized in the
United States, regardless of color or race.
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Burton

1900, Alabama
In re Burton, Burton, a person of Native American descent, was
found ineligible for naturalization. There was no explanation
found for the court’s rationale regarding its decision that
Native Americans are not white persons.
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Yamashita

1902, Washington
In re Yamashita, Yamashita, a person of Japanese descent, was
found ineligible for naturalization based on the rationale
that “A native of Japan is not a ‘white person’ or an ‘alien of
African nativity or of African descent’ within the meaning
of Rev. Stat. U. S., Sec. 2169 (U.S. Comp St 1901, p. 1333), and
therefore not entitled to become a citizen of the United States
by naturalization.”
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Kumagai

1908, Washington
In re Buntaro Kumagai, Buntaro Kumagai, a person of Japanese
descent, was found ineligible for naturalization. The court
used the rationale of Legal Precedent and Congressional
Intent to determine that persons of Japanese descent are not
white persons.
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Knight

1909, New York
In re Knight, Knight, a person of Japanese, Chinese, and
European descent, was found to be ineligible for naturalization.
The court used the rationale of Legal Precedent to determine
that persons of Japanese, Chinese, and European descent are
not white persons.
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Balsara

1909, New York
In re Balsara, Balsara, a person of Asian Indian descent,
was found ineligible for naturalization. The court used the
rationale of Congressional Intent to determine that persons of
Asian Indian descent are probably not white persons.
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Najour

1909, Georgia
In re Najour, Najour, a person of Syrian descent, successfully
argued for his right to naturalize by proving he was a “white
person.” The judge relied on the rationale of Scientific
Evidence to make the ruling. Judge Newman deemed that
whiteness does not depend on skin color, rather it is based in
the “racial science” of the time.
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Halladjiian

1909, Massachusetts
In re Halladjiian, Halladjiian, a person of Armenian descent, was
found eligible for naturalization. The court used the rationale
of Scientific Evidence and Legal Precedent to determine that
persons of Armenian descent are white persons.
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Dolla

1910, Court of
Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit
In United States v. Dolla, Dolla, a person of South Asian descent,
was granted citizenship primarily on the ground that the “skin
of his arm” was “sufficiently transparent for the blue color of
the veins to show very clearly” (177 F. 101, 102, 5th Cir. 1910).
The court used the rationale of ocular inspection of skin to
determine that Dolla is a white person.
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Mudarri

1910, Massachusetts
In re Mudarri, Mudarri, a person of Syrian descent, was found
to be eligible for naturalization. The court used the rationale
of Scientific Evidence and Legal Precedent to determine that
Syrians are white persons.
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Bessho

1910, Court of
Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit
In Bessho v. United States, Bessho, a person of Japanese descent,
was found ineligible for naturalization. The court used the
rationale of Congressional Intent to determine that persons of
Japanese descent are not white persons.
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Ellis

1910, Oregon
In re Ellis, Ellis, a person of Syrian descent, was found to be
eligible for naturalization. The court used the rationale of
Congressional Intent and Common Knowledge to determine
that persons of Syrian descent are white persons.
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Balsara

1910, Court of
Appeals for the
Second Circuit
In United States v. Balsara, Balsara, a person of Asian Indian
descent was found to be eligible for naturalization. The court
relied on the rationale of Scientific Evidence and Congressional
Intent to determine that persons of Asian Indian descent are
white persons.
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Alverto

1912, Pennsylvania
In re Alverto, Alverto, a person of European and Filipino descent,
was found to be ineligible for naturalization. The court relied
on the rationale of Legal Precedent and Congressional Intent
to determine that persons of mixed European and Filipino
descent are not white persons.
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Young

1912, Washington
In re Young, Young, a person of German and Japanese descent,
was found to be ineligible for naturalization. The court used
the rationale of Legal Precedent to determine that persons of
German and Japanese descent are not white persons.
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Young

1912, Washington
In re Young, Young, a person of German and Japanese descent,
was found to be ineligible for naturalization. The court used
the rationale of Legal Precedent and Common Knowledge to
determine that persons of German and Japanese descent are
not white persons.
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Shahid

1913, South Carolina
In Ex parte Shahid, Shahid, a person of Syrian descent, was
found ineligible for natrualization. The court used the
rationale of Common Knowledge to determine that persons
of Syrian descent are not white persons.
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Mozumdar

1913, Washington
In re Akhay Kumar Mozumdar, Akhay Kumar Mozumdar,
a person of Asian Indian descent, was found ineligible for
naturalization. The court used the rationale of Legal Precedent
to determine that persons of Asian Indian descent are not
white persons.
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Dow

1914, South Carolina
In Ex parte Dow, George Dow, a person of Syrian descent,
was found ineligible for naturalization. The court used the
rationale of Common Knowledge to determine that persons
of Syrians descent are not white persons.
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Dow

1914, South Carolina
In re Dow, George Dow, a person of Syrian descent, was found
ineligible for naturalization. The court used the rationale of
Common Knowledge and Congressional Intent to determine
that persons of Syrians descent are not white persons.
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Dow

1915, Court of
Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit
In Dow v. United States, George Dow, a person of Syrian descent,
appealed two lower court decisions denying his application for
naturalization as a United States citizen. Following the lower
court decisions in Ex Parte Dow (1914) and In re Dow (1914), Dow
v. United States resulted in the Circut Court’s affirmation of the
petitioner’s right to naturalize based, in the words of Circuit
Judge Woods, on “the generally received opinion . . . that the
inhabitants of a portion of Asia, including Syria, [are] to be
classed as white persons.”
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Lampitoe

1916, New York
In re Lampitoe, Lampitoe, a person of Filipino and European
descent, was found ineligible for naturalization. The court
used the rationale of Legal Precedent to determine that persons
of European and Filipino descent are not white persons.
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Mallari

1916, Massachusetts
In re Mallari, Mallari, a person of Filipino descent, was found
ineligible for naturalization. There is no rationale listed for
the court’s decision in finding that persons of Filipino descent
are not white persons.
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Rallos

1917, New York
In re Rallos, Rallos, a person of Filipino descent, was found
ineligible for naturalization. The court used the rationale of
Legal Precedent to determine that persons of Filipino descent
are not white persons.
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Singh

1917, Pennsylvania
In Sadar Bhagwab Singh, Sadar Bhagwab Singh, a person of
Asian Indian descent, was found ineligible for naturalization.
The court used the rationale of Common Knowledge and
Congressional Intent to determine that persons of Asian
Indian descent are not white persons.
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Singh

1919, California
In re Mohan Singh, Mohan Singh, a person of Asian Indian
descent, was found eligible for naturalization. The court used
the rationale of Scientific Evidence and Legal Precedent to
determine that persons of Asian Indian descent are white
persons.
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Thind

1920, Oregon
In re Thind, Bhagat Singh Thind, a person of Asian Indian
descent was found eligible for naturalization. The court used
the rationale of Legal Precedent to determine that persons of
Asian Indian descent are white persons.
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Charr

1921, Missouri
In re Petition of Easurk Emsen Charr, Easurk Emsen Charr,
a person of Korean descent, was found ineligible for
naturalization. The court used the rationale of Common
Knowledge and Legal Precedent to determine that persons of
Korean descent are not white persons.
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Ozawa

1922, Supreme Court
In Ozawa v. United States, Takao Ozawa, a person of Japanese
descent, who was born in Japan but had lived in the United
States for 20 years, was found ineligible for naturalization. The
court used the rationale of Legal Precedent, Congressional
Intent, Common Knowledge, and Scientific Evidence to
determine that persons of Japanese descent are not white
persons.
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Thind

1923, Supreme Court
In United States v. Thind, Bhagat Singh Thind, a person of Indian
Sikh descent, was found to be ineligible for naturalization.
The court rejected his argument, holding that while Hindispeaking, high-caste Indians were indeed akin to white
European peoples, they had intermarried too freely with the
non-white pre-Indo-European people of India. Because of the
uncertainty this caused for scientific classification, the court
decided to use a “common sense” definition of “white” that
did not allow for the “scientific arguments” Thind made, and
did not classify people of Indian descent as white persons.
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Sato

1923, California
In Sato v. Hall, Sato, a person of Japanese descent who served
in the United States Army in the World War, was found
to be ineligible for naturalization. After being admitted to
citizenship by the United States district court of the territory
of Hawaii, he was issued a certificate of citizenship. When
Sato attempted to use his certificate of citizenship to vote, the
clerk declined to cooperate, claiming Sato was not entitled to
citizenship because of the racial prerequisite. The court used
the rationale of Legal Precedent to determine that persons of
Japanese descent are not entitled to naturalization by reason
of service in the United States Army in the World War under
subdivision 7 of section 4 of the act of Congress of May 9, 1918,
which provides that ‘any alien’ who served in the army or navy
during such war is entitled to naturalization.’
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Mozumdar

1923, California
In United States v. Akhay Kumar Mozumdar, Akhay Kumar
Mozumdar, a person of Asian Indian descent, was found to
be ineligible for naturalization. The court used the rationale
of Legal Precedent to determine that persons of Asian Indian
descent are not white persons.
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Cartozian

1925, Oregon
In United States v. Cartozian, Tatos Catozian, a person of
Armenian descent, was found to be eligible for naturalization.
In this case, Judge Wolverton stated that skin color was not a
practical litmus test for ascertaining citizenship eligibility, but
resolved that “it may be confidently affirmed” that Armenians
are white persons. He based his conclusion, in part, on
the belief that Armenians “readily amalgamate with the
European and white races.” The court relied on the rationale
of Scientific Evidence, Common Knowledge, and Legal
Precedent to determine that persons of Armenian descent are
white persons.
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Ali

1923, Michigan
In United States v. Ali, Ali, a person of Punjabi descent, was found
ineligible for naturalization. The court used the rationale of
Common Knowledge to determine that persons of Punjabi
descent, “whether Hindu or Arabian,” are not white persons.
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Fisher

1927, California
In re Fisher, Fisher, a person of Chinese and European descent,
was found to be ineligible for naturalization. The court used
the rationale of Legal Precedent to determine that persons of
Chinese and European descent are not white persons.
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Javier

1927, District of
Columbia
In United States v. Javier, Javier, a person of Filipino descent,
was found to be ineligible for naturalization. The court used
the rationale of Legal Precedent to determine that persons of
Filipino descent are not white persons.
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Din

1928, California
In re Feroz Din, Feroz Din, a person of Afghani descent, was
found ineligible for naturalization. The court used the
rationale of Common Knowledge to determine that persons
of Afghani descent are not white persons.
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Gokhale

1928, Court of
Appeals for the
Second Circuit
In United States v. Gokhale, Gokhale, a person of Asian Indian
descent, was found ineligible for naturalization. The court used
the rationale of Legal Precedent to determine that persons of
Asian Indian descent are not white persons.
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Ysla

1935, Court of
Appeals for the
Second Circuit
In re De La Ysla v. United States, De La Ysla, a person of Filipino
descent, was found ineligible for naturalization. The court
used the rational of Legal Precedent to determine that persons
of Filipino descent are not white persons.
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Cruz

1938, New York
In re Cruz, Cruz, a person of Native American and African
descent, was found ineligible for naturalization. The court
used the rationale of Legal Precedent to determine that persons
of Native American and African descent are not “African.”
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Wadia

1939, Court of
Appeals for the
Second Circuit
In Wadia v. United States, Wadia, a person of Asian Indian
descent, was found ineligible for naturalization. The court
used the rationale of Common Knowledge to determine that
persons of Asian Indian descent are not white persons.
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Cano

1941, Washington
In De Cano v. State, De Cano, a person of Filipino descent,
was found ineligible for naturalization. The court used the
rationale of Legal Precedent to determine that persons of
Filipino descent are not white persons.
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Samras

1942, Court of
Appeals for the
Second Circuit
In Kharaiti Ram Samras v. United States, Kharaiti Ram Samras,
a person of Asian Indian descent, was found ineligible for
naturalization. The court used the rationale of Legal Precedent
to determine that persons of Asian Indian descent are not
white persons.
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Hassan

1942, Michigan
In re Ahmed Hassan, Ahmed Hassan, a person of “Arabian”
descent, was found ineligible for naturalization. The court
used the rationale of Common Knowledge and Legal Precedent
to determine that persons of “Arabian” descent are not white
persons.
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Mohriez

1944, Massachusetts
In Ex parte Mohriez, Mohriez, a person of “Arabian” descent, was
found eligible for naturalization. The court used the rationale
of Common Knowledge and Legal Precedent to determine
that persons of “Arabian” descent are white persons.
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Naturalization
& Immigration
Acts
The following pages feature three significant laws on naturalization
and immigration in the United States: The Naturalization Act of 1790,
The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, and The Immigration and
Nationality Act of 1965.
The Naturalization Act of 1790 was the first set of rules on who was eligible
to become a naturalized American citizen. It limited eligibility to those who
were considered to be “free white persons of good character.” With this
phrase, the law excluded Native Americans, indentured servants, slaves,
African Americans, and later, any other immigrants to the United States of
ethnicities not defined as “white,” such as Asian immigrants.
The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, also known as the McCarranWalter Act, abolished racial restrictions to naturalization that went back to the
Naturalization Act of 1790. However, it kept a quota system for nationalities
and regions, which eventually created a prejudicial preference system that
decided which ethnic groups and nationalities were the most desirable
immigrants. Ultimately, the bill enacted much more restrictive rules on
immigration in the United States.
The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965, also known as the HartCeller Act, abolished the National Origins Formula, thus legally removing
discriminating limitations on immigration from non-northwestern
European nationalities and ethnicities. The National Origins Formula,
which was established with the Immigration Act of 1924, limited the number
of immigrants from non-northern Europe in an effort to “preserve the ideal
of American [Northwestern European] homogeneity.” Through the efforts of
the Civil Rights Movement, the National Origins Formula was attacked for
being racially discriminatory. This Act ultimately increased the number of
immigrants who came to the United States.
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Tools for
Librarians &
Educators
The following pages feature a workshop plan that may be helpful
for librarians or educators who are interested in using this resource
book as an educational tool. This workshop, titled Re-Imagining
Citizenship, has been used to facilitate discussions on citizenship
as part of Calling All Denizens and includes a handout that may be
replicated for educational uses. The other sections of this resource
book may also be used as tools within the workshop plan.
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Re-Imagining Citizenship: A Workshop
Overview:
Through reflection on the history of immigration and naturalization policy in
the United States, this workshop will explore notions of “from within” and
“from without” as they pertain to the nuances of citizenship, sovereignty,
migration, exile, and diaspora. Using an artistic process, participants will
reflect on their own experiences as they relate to the notions of belonging
and community, in order to collaboratively build a shared vision of more
compassionate, ethical, and genuinely liberated society that holds its
denizens dear.
Objectives:
• Developing a deeper understanding of the history of immigration policy
as it relates to the development of white supremacy in the social and legal
fields in the United States.
• Developing a deeper understanding of participants’ personal experiences
and identities in the context of the history of the United States.
• Imagining futures, identities, and experiences beyond citizenship and
nationality.
• Practicing cooperative-working skills, such as deep listening,
communication, critical thinking, and sharing space.
• Building community, shared understanding, empathy, and respect
amongst participants.
Materials:
• Big sheets of paper for shared exercises
• Individual sheets of paper
• Pens, pencils, markers, drawing and writing tools
• Books and references
• Magazines and other collage materials
Additional Notes:
• Please allow time for breaks as needed.
• This workshop was designed for groups of 10-15 people of ages 15 and older.
• This material is sensitive and has the potential to impact the emotional
states of participants. Please be mindful of the group you gather together
and work with an experienced facilitator.
Steps:
Group Introductions: 15-25 Minutes
• Facilitator introduces the project and goals of the workshop.
• Each participant shares their name, pronouns, and why they chose to
participate.
• Facilitator proposes workshop structure to participants and asks for
additional feedback.
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Shared Rules of Engagement: 5-10 Minutes
• Facilitator explains the concept of shared rules of engagement and asks if
any participant has done this before. If so, they may be able to help explain
the process to others.
• Facilitator asks participants to propose shared rules for the space, such
as “Don’t interrupt while others are speaking,” “Ask neutral questions,” etc.
• Everytime a rule is suggested, the facilitator asks the entire group for
verbal consent. If everyone agrees, the rule is written up on a large and
visible piece of paper in front of the group.
Group Discussion: Immigration & Naturalization Policy History: 20-30 Minutes
• The facilitator passes out the handout on immigration policy and any
other related materials.
• The facilitator shares a brief history of immigration policy in the United
States in their own words. Allow participants to add in any information or
ideas they want as you go through the materials.
• The facilitator asks participants: How does this history show up in
today’s rhetoric about immigration and citizenship? How does it relate to
participants lived experiences?
• Please note that often, participants have personal anecdotes that may
aid in understanding the history through a personal lens. The facilitator
may encourage a group discussion to unfold.
Individual Activity: What is your relationship to citizenship?: 20-25 Minutes
• The facilitator asks the group to personally reflect on their own experiences.
The facilitator may ask, “What is your relationship to citizenship? Where do
you get your sense of belonging and community? What does the notion of
American citizenship mean to you? If citizenship could mean anything you
want, what would it be?”
• Individuals may write, draw, collage, or individual express their reflection in
other ways.
• The facilitator may remind the group that they will be invited to share
their reflection if they want to.
Group Sharing: 15-25 Minutes
• Facilitator invites participants to share their reflections with the group.
Please be respectful to those who do not want to share.
• Allow for a group conversation.
Shared Manifesto: 25-35 Minutes
• The facilitator asks the group, “If we were to re-imagine and re-define the
notion of citizenship, what would it look like?”
• The facilitator asks participants to propose ideas that relate to the
personal experiences they shared.
• As participants share their responses, the facilitator asks the group if
they agree. If everyone agrees, the facilitator may write the response on a
visible large sheet of paper or board in front of the group.
• If the group does not agree, the facilitator may ask for revisions. If an
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agreement cannot be made, save the item to come back to at the end.
• If you need to, you may translate these notes as a draft and share with
participants for final edits at a later time.
• Facilitator shares final collaborative manifesto with all participants.
Closing: 10-15 Minutes
• Facilitator thanks the group for participating.
• Facilitator may ask the group if there’s anything anyone wants to share
as a closing.
• Share contact information between group members and leave the
opportunity open to meet again.
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A Brief History of Citizenship &
Immigration Policy: Workshop Handout
Adapted from the introduction of Sentiments: Expressions of Cultural
Passage.
Who is labeled an “immigrant” in the United States today? Mainstream
media and politicians often imply that the identity of the “immigrant”
is something simple and straightforward: An immigrant is a foreigner, a
stranger, an outsider, the “Other.” Relative to other geographic regions,
the United States is new; many American citizens are at most only three
or four generations removed from being “immigrants.” Yet the social
category as it is used today seems to imply that there is a deep difference
between the immigrant of today and the immigrant of past generations.
Someone is an immigrant not in virtue of where they’ve come from but
in virtue of who they are. For many Americans today, “immigrant” seems
to simply mean foreignness, where the quality of one’s foreignness is
(often) implicitly measured by one’s proximity to whiteness—the less
white someone is observed to be, the more of an “immigrant” they are.
This contemporary conception, however, is a great oversimplification of a
rich and complicated identity that intersects with a vast range of social
categorizations such as race, nationality, culture, ethnicity, and so on. It
is also a great oversimplification of American identity itself, as it implies
that being American means being white. This is the same perspective
that fuels practices of assimilation and that pressures immigrants to
lean into whiteness in order to be accepted. This paradigm of “immigrant
versus citizen” fuels one of the primary problems that the United States
faces today and has faced throughout its history: an already-narrow, and
narrowing, concept of what it means to be an American.
This characteristic of American citizenship was created by design, in order
to strategically affirm a white supremacist hierarchy. Starting with the
first Immigration Act of 1790, the privilege of citizenship was limited to “free
white aliens.”1 This language aimed to transform northern and western
European immigrants into American citizens and exclude anyone else. At
the time it was first written into law, this language specifically excluded
Black and Indigenous People from citizenship. This jargon was not taken
out of immigration law until 1952, when race was no longer formally named
as a qualifier for obtaining citizenship. However, it was not until 1965 that
racist policies that limited the number of legally permitted immigrants who
originated outside of northern and western Europe were actually revoked
with the passing of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965.This law
was passed largely due to the momentum of the Civil Rights Movement
that made white supremacy increasingly unacceptable in the social and
legal spheres.2 Although it was written into law, the term “free white
alien” had come into legal use before the Supreme Court had fully, legally
defined the category of “white person.” As new waves of immigrants came
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into the United States, various individuals across different time periods
over the last 200 years who sought citizenship rights were strategically
rejected on the basis of the racial pre-requisite. Through this process, the
legal category of “white person” was refined and shifted.3 For example,
in a famous Supreme Court case, United States v. Bhagat Singh Thind in
1923, Thind, an Indian immigrant, argued that he and American whites were
both of Caucasian descent, and he was thus qualified to attain citizenship.
In order to reject Thind’s argument, the court decided to disregard its
“scientific” understanding of what determines a “white person”—i.e.
previously, the word “Caucasian” had been used to determine white status
based on an individual’s ancestry4—and used a new definition of whiteness
“to be interpreted in accordance with the understanding of the common
man.”5 This shift not only explicitly shows that the production of laws in
the United States is based on a social ideological notion of race, but also
exemplifies the ways the legal system has fluctuated in order to maintain
the ideology of whiteness. Instead of building up a deep cultural meaning
around the idea of citizenship—as in trying to clarify what it means to be
an accountable member of the public sphere, a neighbor, a resident, or a
community member—the value of American citizenship was largely created
through lines of race-based exclusion.6
Key Court Cases:
1. The United States V. Cartozian (1925)
In the United States Vs. Cartozian suit of 1925, Cartozian, an Armenian
immigrant, argued for his status as a ‘free white’ with the hopes of
attaining his American citizenship. At the time, the privilege of citizenship
was only given to ‘free whites;’ however, the definition of ‘white’ was yet
to be explicitly determined by law. Through this case and others, where
non-western immigrants sought citizenship and attempted to argue away
their differences using specific linguistic tactics in court (asserting their
‘white’ status), ‘whiteness’ was developed and refined as a distinct legal
construct. For Cartozian, using the tactic of finding a common enemy, in
this case Turkey, with the American white population, asserting his people’s
history of assimilation and amalgamation with other ‘free whites,’ among
other tactics, allowed him the status of whiteness.
2. United States V. Bhagat Singh Thind (1923)
In 1923, the Supreme Court rejected citizenship for Bhagat Singh Thind,
a high-caste Hindu applicant. The Court’s reasoning for rejecting Thind
marks a historic shift in the legal definition of whiteness from a “scientific,”
meaning a definition based on fixed geographic ancestry, to a “common
sense” definition deemed by the logic of the “common man.” Because Thind
fit into the Court’s ‘scientific’ definition of whiteness, they shifted the
definition of ‘white person’ so as to exclude him from citizenship. Federal
prosecutors were so affirmed by this decision, that they attempted to go
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after individuals who had already been naturalized, like Cartozian.
3. United States V. Takao Ozawa (1922)
In 1922, the U.S. Supreme Court rejected citizenship for a Japanese native
who had resided in the United States for over 20 years. To quote the Court:
“He [the applicant] was a graduate of the Berkeley, California, high school,
had been nearly three years a student in the University of California, had
educated his children in American schools, his family had attended American
churches, and he had maintained the use of the English language in his
home. That he was well qualified by character and education for citizenship
is conceded.” His citizenship application was rejected because, to quote
the Court, “The intention was to confer the privilege of citizenship upon
that class of persons whom the fathers knew as white, and to deny it
to all who could not be so classified. … The appellant in the case now
under consideration, however, is clearly of a race which is not Caucasian,
and therefore belongs entirely outside the zone…”

1 Between 1790 and 1802, people applying for naturalization were required to have resided in
the country for five years, have “good moral character,” and be “free white persons.” This
language was meant to exclude Black residents and “Indians not taxed” from citizenship
rights. Generally, these laws aimed to transform northern and western European immigrants
into American citizens and exclude anyone else. However, the Fourteenth Amendment
declared that all free persons born in the United States should be considered citizens. In
1870, Congress amended naturalization requirements and extended eligibility to “aliens being
free white persons, and to aliens of African nativity and to persons of African descent.” This
revision led to further confusion over racial eligibility for citizenship. In 1882, Congress banned
the naturalization of Chinese immigrants with The Chinese Exclusion Act, however it did not
explain whether “Chinese” indicated race or nationality.
2 How the civil rights movement opened the door to immigrants of color by Rebekah Barber,
Facing South, 2017.
3 White by Law: The Legal Construction of Race by Ian Haney Lopez, 1996.
4 Ozawa v. United States, 260 U.S. 178, 1922.
5 United States v. Bhagat Singh Thind, 261 U.S. 204, 1923.
6 Race, Nationality, and Reality by Marian L. Smith, 2002.
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Credits &
Thank Yous
Calling All Denizens is dedicated to Jackie & John Hanauer.
Calling All Denizens was published by Women’s Studio Workshop
in Rosendale, NY with funding from the New York State Council
on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew M. Cuomo and
the New York State Legislature, the Andy Warhol Foundation for
the Visual Arts, the National Endowment for the Arts, and the
Windgate Foundation.
The text in Calling All Denizens: Manifesto references and quotes
the following:
• Page 6: Hugh of Saint Victor speaks of a man to whom the entire
world is a foreign land, “The man who finds his homeland sweet is
still a tender beginner; he to whom every soil is as his native one
is already strong; but he is perfect to whom the entire world is as
a foreign land.”
• Page 8: In Saidiya Hartman’s talk at the University of California Los
Angeles, hosted by the University’s Gender Studies Department in
March 2019, she framed her newest book, Wayward Lives, Beautiful
Experiments: Intimate Histories of Social Upheaval, as a recognition
of “those who love what is not meant to be loved.”
• Page 10: In her book, Justice and the Politics of Difference, Iris
Marion Young speaks of the importance of a politics of difference
and the liberal veneer of “equality.”
• Page 11: In Audre Lorde’s, Poetry Is Not A Luxury, she speaks of
the importance of being guided by emotional sensibilities.
• Page 13: In Aamir Mufti’s Forget English! Orientalisms and World
Literatures, he writes about nation-thinking, or the conception of
society in national-cultural terms.
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• Page 15: In Maya Angelou’s poem, On The Pulse Of Morning, she
writes, “The horizon leans forward, Offering you space to place new
steps of change.”

Calling All Denizens is an ongoing project that was launched in
April 2019 as part of Counterpublic, a triennial public art exhibition
scaled to a neighborhood organized by The Luminary. Calling All
Denizens has also received generous support from the Los Angeles
Contemporary Archive, where the first manifesto pamphlets were
printed.
Fonts used are Lovelo Black, Coolvetica, and Athelas. Pages of
Calling All Denizens: Manifesto are letterpress photopolymer plates
printed on French Paper. Pages of Calling All Denizens: Resource
Book are photocopies printed by Scott Denman at the UPS
Store, in Kingston, New York. Calling All Denizens: Resource Book
covers are silkscreen printed on French Paper. This publication was
printed, bound, and assembled at Women’s Studio Workshop by
Chris Petrone, Erin Zona, Courtney Parbs, Perri Murray, Savannah
Bustillo, and Kimi Hanauer. Editorial support by Tom Hanauer.
The materials for the racial prerequisite case summaries of Takao
Ozawa v. United States and United States v. Bhagat Singh Thind
were adapted from The Legal Information Institute at Cornell Law
School. Learn more at www.law.cornell.edu. The materials for the
racial prerequisite case summary of United States v. Cartozian was
adapted from Justia US Law. Learn more at www.law.justia.com.
The layout and fonts of these materials were reformatted.
Special thanks to Erin Zona, Chris Petrone, Courtney Parbs, Perri
Murray, Savannah Bustillo, Lorraine Cruz, Carlie Waganer, Rachel
Myers, Natalie Renganeschi, Lauren Walling, Tom Hanauer, and to the
Women’s Studio Workshop founders, Tana Kellner, Ann Kalmbach,
Anita Wetzel, and Barbara Leoff Burge.
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